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EMBRACE EVERY SPACE 
AND EVERY DAY
The bedroom has become a versatile space where you can pursue your 
passions— do your yoga, write that novel, plan your next vacation. It’s an 
intimate space where you can focus on what matters most. 

Pasioni opens up a whole new world of possibilities with its bold colours, refined 
fibres, and elegant weaves—all influenced by the dramatic stylings of The Great 
Gatsby and the unapologetic high fashion of Milan. It will give you the confidence 
to create a space that reflects both who you are and what inspires you.

Ignite your senses with intricate jacquards in rich jewel tones and metallics. 
Create some drama with vivid colours and bold florals. Dream big with deco-
inspired patterns in beautiful neutrals. Luxuriate in the finest cotton and silk 
layered with luscious throws and cushions. Delight in the finest finishings and 
attention to detail.

Let’s make some beautiful spaces together.

Lossen Zimmerman        

Creative Director



F I E RO
SATEEN JACQUARD

Create some drama and passion in your life with 

Fiero. This stunning showpiece delivers modern 

glam with its rich mineral hues—charcoal provides 

a sophisticated background to a paisley pattern that 

sparkles and shimmers in gold or sienna. Master 

weavers in Italy use the finest Supima cotton to create 

a sumptuous sateen with an intricate jacquard pattern 

and incredibly soft and silky feel.  

100% Supima extra-long staple cotton

2-ply 340 thread count, 600 strand count

Fabric from Italy

Sewn in Canada

Machine Washable

FINISHINGS

Duvet Cover
2" flange with a back button band

Shams
knife edge with seam zipper and self piping

COORDINATING SOLIDS

Fiero Gold / Capri Smoke

Fiero Sienna / Capri Metal GOLD SIENNA

COLOURWAYS



Fiero Sienna styled with Capri Metal sheets and Velluto cushion and Euros in Terracotta and Smoke



Fitzgerald styled with Capri Taupe sheets and Zora Indigo cushions and coverlet



F I T ZG E R A L D
SATEEN JACQUARD 

Embrace your inner glam with Fitzgerald’s deco-

inspired design. Fitzgerald features waves of fan detail 

in slate, taupe, and caramel on a pewter backdrop. This 

intricate jacquard pattern is masterfully woven into 

a luxuriously soft sateen using the finest 100% Giza 

Egyptian extra-long staple cotton. Fitzgerald delivers 

the brilliance of the Jazz Age with its luxe modern 

neutrals, curve detail, and streamlined finishing.

100% Giza Egyptian extra-long staple cotton

2-ply 345 thread count / 620 strand count

Fabric from Italy

Sewn in Canada

Machine washable

FINISHINGS

Duvet Cover
knife edge with a seam zipper

Shams
½" flange with a horizontal hidden zipper

COORDINATING SOLIDS

Capri Taupe



ROSÉ PEWTER INDIGO CHAMPAGNE

COLOURWAYS

ZO R A
MATEL ASSÉ

Fabulous Zora is the perfect way to add luxury and 

sophistication to your space. This stunning matelassé 

is a textural woven masterpiece. The finest Italian silk 

and Giza Egyptian extra-long staple cotton are used 

to create a soft, shimmering, and opulent coverlet 

and shams. The fine, abstract pattern comes to life 

with four rich neutral, and versatile hues. 

74% Giza Egyptian extra-long staple cotton / 26% silk

Fabric from Italy

Sewn in Canada

Machine Washable

FINISHINGS

Coverlet
2" self hem with mitered corners

Shams
knife edge with a seam zipper



Zora coverlet and princess cushion in Indigo with Zora Rosé shams, Zora Champagne cushions, and Zora Pewter Euros 



O PA L I N E
TEX TURED JACQUARD

The perfect textured neutral for the season, Opaline 

delivers a touch of modern glam and some calm, 

cool sophistication. Opaline’s rich texture comes 

to life by weaving white and dove grey threads of 

100% extra-long staple Supima cotton. This textured 

jacquard features a subtle square pattern that is both 

modern and elegant. 

100% Supima extra-long staple cotton

2-ply 340 thread count, 600 strand count 

Fabric from Italy

Sewn in Canada

Machine washable

FINISHINGS

Duvet Cover and Shams
1" flange with hidden zipper

COORDINATING SOLIDS

Imperial Hotel



Oplaine styled with Capri Lichen sheets, Capri Stone Euro cushions and a Divina throw in Mist



Martine styled with Capri Steel Blue sheets and Capri Stone cushions and Euros 



M A RT I N E
SATEEN JACQUARD

Be bold in the bedroom with the rich hues and 

intricate florals of Martine. Flowers in vivid cobalt, 

gold tones, and soft greys come to life against a 

rich, dark, graphite. Martine is a masterfully woven 

jacquard, created with the finest 100% Supima 

extra-long staple cotton threads. The result is pure 

luxury—a highly refined and textured pattern that is 

both smooth against the skin and soft to the touch.  

100% Supima extra-long staple cotton

2-ply 340 thread count, 600 strand count 

Fabric from Italy

Sewn in Canada

Machine washable

FINISHINGS

Duvet Cover and Shams
1½" flange with back button band

COORDINATING SOLIDS

Capri Stone



ROYCE
CHENILLE JACQUARD

Royce creates a mood that is both bold and enticing. 

The intense navy colour exudes strength and 

confidence, while the rich, soft texture invites you 

to curl up on a cold day. Fine long-staple cotton and 

viscose are woven to create an artisanal jacquard 

chenille that is ultrasoft and substantial. Royce can 

make a big statement or be the perfect accent in the 

bedroom or living room. 

46% long-staple cotton / 54% viscose 

Fabric from Portugal

Sewn in Canada

Machine washable

FINISHINGS

Coverlet
2" self hem with mitered corners

Shams
knife edge with a seam zipper



Royce styled with Capri Cream sheets, Royce Reverse cushion, and Alfie throw in Magenta



Porto pillowcases and sheets in Dove Grey



P O RTO
SATEEN

Inspired by Porto, Portugal’s charming coastal city 

that is heavy on charm and the perfect place to 

unwind. The finest Egyptian long-staple cotton is 

woven into a luxurious, soft, and silky OEKO-TEX® 

certified sateen by a world-renowned mill in Portugal. 

Porto is the ultimate essential for every bed in the 

house, with its simple classic styling (double topstitch 

detail and 2 3/4” band on top sheet and pillow case); 

and conveniently packaged sets in Twin, Double, 

Queen, and King. Create the perfect place to unwind 

with Porto.  

100% Egyptian long-staple cotton

300 thread count

Made for St Genève in Portugal

Machine washable

FINISHINGS

Flat Sheets and Pillowcases
Double top stitching

Fitted Sheet
15" pocket depth

WHITE CREAM DOVE GREY

COLOURWAYS



P I AT R A
WOOL DUVET AND PILLOW

The Piatra duvet and pillow are  filled with the finest 

100% pure Merino wool from Europe and covered 

with a 100% German batiste cotton ticking to give 

you a restful night’s sleep. It has an incredibly soft and 

lightweight feel that drapes perfectly over your body.

Wool regulates your body temperature and helps to 

keep you in the ‘thermal comfort zone’ longer. The 

moisture control properties of wool help to wick away 

moisture and ensure a dry, restful sleep environment, 

and reduces the likelihood of common allergens, like 

dust mites. Piatra’s Merino wool is a soft, silky fiber 

with less than 1% lanolin, resulting in a healthy and 

hypoallergenic product.

100% pure Merino wool 

Made for St Genève in Romania

SPECIFICATIONS

Duvet
Available in Summer 150 g/m2 and Classic 250 g/m2 wieghts

Pillow
Available in medium firmness



Piatra duvet in Summer wieght





TABLE L INENS
AND THROWS



T I VO L I
ELEGANT JACQUARD TABLE LINENS

Bring elegance and luxury to the table with this 

acanthus patterned jacquard.  Available with a classic 

hem or with hemstitch detail. Enjoy Tivoli for formal 

or contemporary tablescapes. Completely machine 

washable, elegant dining has never been this easy.

100% extra-long staple cotton

Fabric from Italy

Sewn in Canada

Machine washable

FINISHINGS

Napkins, Table Runners, and Tablecloths 
mitered corners with a classic hem or hemstitched finish

COLOURWAYS

WHITE SABLE



Tivoli White tablecloth with Tivoli napkins and table runner in Sable



Alfie throw in Suede, Magenta, Mist, Espresso, and Cream



NIGHT AGATE AQUAMARINE

BA BY  A L PAC A
FRINGED THROW

Our luxurious alpaca collection offers supreme 

softness, exquisite drape, and a natural lustre that will 

maintain for years to come.  The world’s most sought 

after textile comes sustainably sourced from Peru.

100% baby alpaca

Made in Peru for St Genève

Dry clean only

FINISHINGS
fringed finish

ALFIE—Solid MIK A — Plaid

NINA — Double FacedCICI —Stripe

COLOURWAYS

CREAM AMETHYST

ROSE/BLUSH

ESPRESSO SKY

CHARCOAL/SMOKE

SUEDE MISTMAGENTA COAL

ATLANTIC/ROYAL
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PU RSU E  YO U R  PASSI O N S 
AN D  CREATE  SPACES 
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ROYCE
CHENILLE JACQUARD

Royce creates a mood that is both bold and enticing. 

The intense navy colour exudes strength and 

confidence, while the rich, soft texture invites you 

to curl up on a cold day. Fine long-staple cotton and 

viscose are woven to create an artisanal jacquard 

chenille that is ultrasoft and substantial. Royce can 

make a big statement or be the perfect accent in the 

bedroom or living room. 

46% long-staple cotton / 54% viscose 

Fabric from Portugal

Sewn in Canada

Machine washable

FINISHINGS

Coverlet
2" self hem with mitered corners

Shams
knife edge with a seam zipper


